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     Before they set out to jog, runners stretch to loosen their 
muscles.  Poets might benefit from stretching mentally.  Apart 
from the all too familiar common measure and ballad verse, here 
are a few lesser-known forms that could prove helpful to flexing 
one’s muscles and extending one’s reach beyond the traditional 
formal verse forms or free verse.
 
Split couplets (English):
 

Golden-mantled Tree Kangaroo
Dendrolagus goodfellowi pulcherrimus

Papua New Guinea, 1990
 
The Torricelli Mountains keep 
A secret deep
 
Inside the dark till humans find
One of a kind, 

 
The smallest of tree kangaroos.
The sneak previews
 
Reveal white ears, a pinkish face, 
Brown eyes, those grace-
 
Ful golden shoulders and a white-
Ringed tail.  Despite

 
The dense remoteness of their range,
It does seem strange—
 
Until now all they’ve found are two
Females.  Can you 

 
Imagine where the others are?
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Can they be far?
 
*  *
The Split Couplet is composed of two lines, the first having eight
syllables, the second four.  The iambic lines should rhyme with 
each other.
 
_______________________
 
Echo verse (English):
 
Mouse Lemur
 
What’s best about your goggle eyes?  Size.
What is your greatest body part?  Heart.
At night, what keeps you wide awake?  Snake.
Do you like night crawlers or slugs?  Bugs.
You’re such a funny little guy.  Why?
Lemurs can’t help but steal the show.  Oh. 
What would you really like to be?  Free.    
 
*  *
A variable verse form, this Echo Verse has only one rule:  
The line’s final syllable or syllables must repeat exactly the 
immediately preceding sound.
________________________
 
 
 
Deibide Baise Fri Toin (Irish):
 
North Star
 
Night’s begun. 
When I can see just that one
unimaginable star
far
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out in space
winking at the human race,
I feel positively sky-
high.
 
*  *
Syllables:  3 7 7 1
End rhymes:  A A B B
_________________________
 
Kyrielle (French):
 
Social Spitting Spider

Scytodes specialis     Madagascar, 2006

Alone, the spider knits her net—                                                                 A solitary life, you see.                     She has no reason to regret                    The virtues of society.

But Mrs. Spitter and her friends
Will hunt and share moth, fly and bee—  
Spider behavior that commends
The virtues of society.
 
She spits a gob of poison glue
At victims twice her size, but she
Must get her cousins spitting through
The virtues of society. 
 
When you are very, very small,
You notice how it’s good to be  
Befriended—what these spiders call 
The virtues of society.
Social Spitting Spider
 
*  *
A variable form of iambic tetrameter rhyming A B A B.
_________________________
 
Poulters Measure (English):
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The Whiptail Gulper Eel 
 
When your gigantic head turns sharply into tail— 
I see the joker in the evolutionary scale.

 
But here’s a mouth manipulated by a hinge— 
The python of the ocean deep—to make its victims cringe
 
In blackness far beyond the continental shelf, 
Your sack-gullet devours prey much larger than yourself,

 
Six feet in length—and more it seems in ghostly breadth. 
I realize to lure fish, first, you scare them half to death.
 
*  *
 
 
A Poulters Measure is a couplet, the first line of which is an 
Alexandrine
(iambic hexameter) and the second line is a fourteener (iambic 
heptameter).
If a poem in Poulters Measure is relineated, it becomes a Short 
Measure.
__________________________
 
Ionic A Minore (classical Greek): 
 
The Sea King
 
On the white hills of the green sea
Is a blue whale with a great tongue,
Who’s a king crowned in his own time 
By the fish folk from the dark deep.
The serene beast keeps the dream peace
As he reigns there in the wild hush   
And the slow rush of the long nights. 
 
*  *
The metrical foot called Ionic A Minore is - -  ‘ ‘.
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There are two feet in each of the lines above.
_____________________________
 
Wu-Yen-Shih Meter (Chinese):
 
Clouds
 
The sun
    does not mind
a sky
    gone steel gray.
It knows
    where to find
the blue
    slant of day. 
 
Wu-Yen-Shih Meter has quatrains four five-monosyllable lines
with a caesura after the second word.  The rhyme scheme is 
A B A B.
_________________________
 
Rhupunt (Welsh):
 
At the End of the Rainbow
 
A rainbow swerves
until it curves
onto a field, 
 
then where it goes 
nobody knows.
It keeps concealed
 
and buried there
in earthenware—
its famous pot—
 
what should be gold, 
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so we’ve been told,
but no, it’s not.
 
The pot contains—
Imagine!—chains      
of magic keys

 
to passageways 
of that mind maze, 
our fantasies.
 
 
*  *
 
The Rhupunt pattern:
 
Syllables:  4  4  4 
End rhymes: A A B
Stanza may be of 3, 4, or 5 lines, the last rhyme rhyming with 
the last line
of the previous stanza. 
_________________________
 
Redondilla (Spanish):
Also called envelope quatrains.
 
Laotian Rock Rat

Laonastes aenigmamus

Eleven million years have passed                       
Without a single sign of you.             
What on earth can humans do                       
To guarantee rock rats will last?     

You have weathered fire and flood,                              
Larger predators, climate change,                              
Now after centuries how strange . . .        
Welcome back in flesh and blood.

And where have you crawled all this time,        
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Furry rapscallion herbivore?        
We’d like to learn how many more                              
Of you are frolicking on lime-

Stone outcroppings, and then discuss                
Your feelings toward the human zoo,                 
Odd for your kind, but kind of you                       
To tell us what you think of us.

 
The Redondilla is composed of octosyllabic quatrains rhyming A B 
B A. 
_____________________________
 
Abecedarius (Hebrew):
 
The Librarian
 
After school one day I was talking to Mr.
Butterwinkle, the school librarian.
“Can you 
Define ABECEDARIAN?" I asked.
“Easy,” he said.  “But
First I think you should
Go to Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, and...
Hmm, here’s one,” he said.  “Now,
Isabelle, when you’re looking for sparkling word
Jewels, try to 
Keep them spit-shined, ready to go.  A dictionary’s
Like a trap, an irresistible
Mind trap
No one ever wants to escape from.
Once you discover one beaut—
Poof!—up pop two more fifty-cent 
Quality words in
Rapid
Succession,
Totally
Unexpected
Verbal
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Whizbangs.
Xerox them.  Hang them in your locker.  Now
You’re in the
Zone.  Oh, I forgot.  ABECEDARIAN.  Look it up.” 
 
*  * 
The Abecedarius is an acrostic that uses consecutive letters of the 
entire alphabet.

______________________

Terza Rima (Italian):

Celestial Pearl Danio
Celestichthys margaritatus

 

Nature has painted rainbows on                
         a fish in ponds of Myanmar.                

Spectacularly overdrawn,                                     

this sparkling species superstar        
can swim into your consciousness—                
for beauty it has raised the bar.

Ironically, its own success
puts it on the endangered list:
A fish the world wants to possess.
 
It almost ceases to exist
in areas where it was found,
and most aquariums have missed
 
the chance to be a breeding ground
for inch-long swimmers who persist 
in spreading splendor all around. 
And here is a form of my own invention.
 
*  *
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Terza Rima is composed of tercets of (usually) eight or ten 
syllables.
The rhyming pattern is ABA  BCB  CDC and so on. 
 
______________________________
 
Zeno (American):
 
Weather, 
by The Old Masters
 
The Michelangelo thunder
of an April
cloudburst
hints
at what follows
a great rinse:
spring meadows in 
Monet
prints.
 
*  *
This is a new verse form I invented called a “zeno,” inspired
by the “hailstone  sequence” in mathematics.  I define a zeno 
as a 10-line poem with 8,4,2,1,4,2,1,4,2,1 syllables and a strict
(too strict?) rhyme abcdefdghd. 
 
_________________________
 
J. Patrick Lewis © 2011.
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